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4Student

state

who?'

are students alert
to Student Senate?

••••••••I

BY DENNIS HAMILTON
The Moorhead State Collet Student Senate has always been and
probably always will be a seat of controversy. But this controversy
has been kept within the boundaries of the senate and the college
administration.
It is time we asked the students about their senate and find out
just how they feel about their governing body. That is what the
ADVOCATE has attempted to do.
Using the request line at
KMSC studios the ADVOCATE
asked about one-hundred
callers questions concerning the
s enate sueh as, "what do you
know about the senate, what do
you think about the senate, and
what do you think the senate
should be doing?"

opinion

article
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Moorhead, Minn.

'dynamite' convo speaker
raps institutional racism

The most common remark was "no comment." Or, "I don't
know enough about the senate to'say anything."
There were however, more vocal callers. One called the senate
BY PHIL BLANDING
a total mess - referring to the great number of empty seats that are
now plaguing the senate due to the recent resignations of Student
"Dynamite!" was the
Senators Keith Paulson and John Shonyo, coupled with seats left
empty at the beginning of school that will not be filled until the response of a Black student to
the convocation speech
November elections.
delivered here by Don Bailey,
Another common call referred to the lack of communication assistant director and assistant
between the senate and the students. This went deeper to an ac professor of the Center for
cused lack of communication between the senators.
Inter-City Studies at North
One rather vocal caller, who claimed to have attended all the w e s t e r n I l l i n o i s S t a t e
senate meetings since the beginning of school, accused the senate University.
of having too many personality conflicts to be effective. "Thev
don't vote down issues in the senate, they vote down senators."
This caller also noted that there appeared to be a total unpreparedness among the senate members. "Basically the enators
themselves don't know what is going on. They appear to be totally
unprepared when they come to meetings."
On the other end of the spectrum, one caller said that he felt that
the senate needed more power in order to do a better job. This
person also pointed out that our senate was in bad shape compared
to other college senates.
Random comments from all those interviewed had an interesting
tone. Some were: "I don't have any opinion of them.
I don't want to waste my time with them anymore."
"The senate seems to be a total mess right now."

Institutional racism was the
subject of Bailey's address
arousing strong responses on
both sides.
The white dominated in
stitutions of education,
economy, and government were
dealt with by Bailey as being
the primary perpetuators of
racism in this country.

Mantoux skin-test
given Oct. 18-21

Bailey accused colleges and
universities of actively con
tributing to racism in this
country through admission
requirements which are
restrictive — they exclude
people of other cultures.

All students and faculty
members at Moorhead State
College will have an opportunity
the week of Oct. 18 to avail
themselves of the Mantoux skintest program for detecting
exposure to tuberculosis.
Dr. M. Mark LeRud, MSC
physician, recommends
everyone in the college setting
take this test once a year unless
they know they are positive
reactors to this test.

Steve Burns, MSC
sophomore, supported Bailey's
point with the
example of
standardized admissions tests.
The language used in the tests,
said Burns, is not that used
primarily by some cultural
groups.

ADVOCATE photo by Barbara

EDITORIAL PAGE

THEATRE CENTERFOLD

John Rowell, student senate
president, lambasts the AD
VOCATE for errors in his
column of Oct. 7.
ADVOCATE Editor Ralph
Hallquist questions who "really
cares" about environment.
Both articles appear on the
opinion page 4.

ADVOCATE reporter Coni
Hanson and chief photographer
Jeff Carter present in words
and pictures the background
information on what goes into
the production of a theatre
performance. Story and pic
tures are on page 7 and 8.

APPOINTMENTS

Valleur.

Wendell Gorum, coordinator of the Institute of Minority
Group Studies, stands with convocation speaker Don Bailey.

notes from inside

And the firmament was filled
with confusion. Associate editor
Bruce Ellingson reports on the
senate meeting of Oct. 11 and
the confusion that reigned
during the in-senate election of
new senators. This story ap
pears on page 12.

Referring to our schools,
Bailey claimed they serve to
reinforce a negative self image
among minority group children.
Society focuses on the child
and the family environment
rather than examining the
institution itself, contended
Bailey.
Mrs. Wendell Gorum,
assistant professor of Social
Services, agreed with this point
and cited as an example the
Gary, Ind., school system. A
firm agreed to bring Black
students, whose observable
preformance was poor, up to the
national norm or not be paid.
The firm did nothing about
teacher methodology, but only
changed teacher attitude
toward the children. They
achieved their goal.

(continued on page 2)

test or a chest X-ray.
The skin test injections and
readings will be conducted in
the Flora Frick Gymnasium
according to the following
schedules:
INJECTIONS
Monday, Oct. 18 — 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. - Freshman,
lp.m. to 5p.m. - Sophomores.
Tuesday, Oct. 19 — 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. - Juniors.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. - Seniors,
faculty, make-up.
All current student teachers
READINGS
and all Education majors
Wed., Oct. 20 — a.m. and p.m.
planning to apply for student - those injected Oct. 18.
teaching in this current school
Thursday, Oct. 21 — a.m. and
year, are required to have this p.m. - those injected Oct. 19.

In an ADVOCATE interview,
differing views on Bailey's
speech were offered by some of
the faculty and students in
attendance.

SPORTS FEATURE
Larry Scott, Moorhead State
College sports information
director, is interviewed by
ADVOCATE reporter Steve
Webber. Webber brings out the
hectic schedule put in by one of
the top SID's in the state. The
article is featured on page 10.

Bailey was asked by Mrs.
Sylvia Kruger, instructor of
Humanities, what his position
was in regards to women's
liberation. He expressed
sympathy with the cause of
women's lib but thought their
movement had very little
applicability to Black society.
(continued on page 2)

minor thefts not
a minor problem
BY RICK RIVIERE
Thefts can occur anywhere
and MSC resident halls are no
exception.
But there's no need to get
excited. Thievery in the dorms
isn't that common, according to
Elliot Garb, MSC housing
director.
"The biggest problem with
thefts is the common areas such
as lounges and entries, ' he
commented.
Items in these areas such as
ash trays and carpet mats are
the articles which disappear,
most frequently. Different
areas get hit harder than
others, he added, and these
areas vary from year to year.

There's also a big problem
with vending machines in the
halls. The machines are pried
open or the glass is broken and
contents or money in them
disappear.
The biggest problem so far
this year has been the candy
machine in Ballard Hall which
"has been hit twice" said Garb.
Last year most of the trouble
occurred in Snarr East.
"Thefts rarely occur in the
womens'residence halls," Garg
explained.
There was quite a problem
with thefts from resident's
rooms a couple of years ago, he
(continued on page 2)
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Bailey
(continued from page 1)

KEN'S BROOKDALE LIQUORS
LARGEST WIN E SELECTION INAREA
Chilled Wine

233-2222

Cold Kegs

Hairstyling for Men
Razor Shaping
Name Your Style

THE ULTIMATE IN FINE

P

|
$

i

V BARBERING SERVICE

For Appointment Call 235-9442
BROADWAY and N.P. AVL.
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA

Did you know you can have
dinner for two with a bottle
of wine for
as little as $6.00?
at Antonio's Grotto
Italian Smorgasboard every Sunday 12 - 7 p.m.

503 N. 7th St.

Ph. 237-3194

Outerwear Headquarters
Stop in today for a great selection of jackets,
car coats, all weather coats and top coats.
From $35.00

said he resented it when he
heard women in the movement
speaking as if they spoke for all,
Mrs. Kruger told the AD
VOCATE: "The reason I ob
jected to that was that I think
the middle class women's
movement is only a part of a
much larger movement. I think
that it is basically unfair for
him to impute motives to the
women who speak about in
justices. Just as he does not
speak in the name of all Black
people women, who speak in
the women's movement do not
pass themselves off as speaking
for all women."
Mrs. Kruger said she was
generally sympathetic with
Bailey's
position on in
stitutional racism. "Moreover"
she continued, "I think the
same kind of reasoning can
uncover similar discrimination
against women. I would like to
have seen him make that
connection."
In response to Bailey's
general premise that white
institutions have caused the
continuous deterioration of the
life situation of minority
groups, Dr. Swaran Sandhu,
chairman
and professor of
Sociology, commented, "It's a
young Black activist reaction—
as an exponent of this position,
his speech has some merit, but
having ignored other.; factors
such- :as ctag's'i; language,
religion, etc.,T personally find
his statement relatively less
balanced."
Bailey declared racism leads
to genocide. It is the logical
progression of white domination
over people who are not white,
he said". Jerome Barney, MSC
senior, agreed, and said he
believes Vietnam is a testing
ground for genocidal weapons
that can be used against third
world peoples.

Drs. Carlson & Larson
OPTOMETRISTS
Contact Lenses

Barney also shared Bailey's
pessimistic view of the future
concerning racial relations,
believing it to be the most
realistic view. "If we look at
history we can correlate where
Black people are today with
where they have been in the
past," Barney stated. He
stressed that actions to better
the situation have never made
any realistic efforts to do
anything about racism. Fur
thermore changes have never
been carried out to the letter of
the law.

Senate
(continued from page 1)

"I think that the letter Keith
Paulson wrote to the Senate
when he resigned sums up the
situation in the Senate very
well."
"I don't know much about the
Student Senate."
"There is some kind of mix-up
right now in the Senate,
although I don't know too much
about it."
"I haven't heard anything
about the Senate."
"There is a gross lack of
communication between the
Senators and anyone else on
campus."
Perhaps the most
representative
comment
received was in response to the
question, "What do you know
about the Student Senate." The
response? wds simply, "sfudent
who?"
It could very well be that
there is something wrong with
the communication or per
sonalities or the power struc
ture of the Senate.
Who knows? It does however,
appear clear that most students
know next to nothing about the
Student Senate. The most ob
vious remedy for this situation
is more active participation in
Senate functions. The Student
Senate would welcome it.

DR. HARLAN GEIGER

OPTOMETRIST

702 Center Ave., Moorhead
233-1624

CONTACT LENSES
515 1st Ave. N.

Ph. 235-1292

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

thefti
(continued from page 1)

continued. Residents have been
warned time and again since
then to keep their doors locked
when they are not in their rooms
and such thefts have been kept
to a minimum lately.
"When it does occur it can be
traced back to someone
carelessly leaving his door
unlocked," Garb added. "It's
ironic that we spend a great
deal of time and effort trying to
build a sense of community,
trust and understanding bet
ween people in the dorms and
thenhavetoremindthem to keep
their doors locked".
The problem of cars being
broken into while parked on the
residence hall lots was also a
major one a few years ago,
Garb pointed out. Stepped up
patroling by Moorhead police in
the lots has greatly reduced
such thefts.
"The largest theft in a
residence hall occurred two
years ago," Garb stated, "when
Holmquist opened and we lost
three or four pieces of main
lounge furniture along with
several other pieces all in a 10day period."

MSC directory
needs information
Help your friends find you!
Fill out a card with your student
number, local address,
telephone number and per
manent address to go in the new
Moorhead State College
telephone book.
Cards are available on
posters in all classroom
buildings and the Comstock
Memorial Student Union. Cards
also are available in Room 205,
owens Hall.
Return through the campus
mail to Box 336 or to Room 205,
Owens, Hall. Deadline is Oct.
15.

Dille sets meeting
All presidents, chairmen or
their personal representative
from ail student organizations
on the Moorhead State College
Campus are asked to attend a
meeting with MSC President
Dr. Roland Dille at 7:30 p.m.
today (Oct. 14) in the
Student Senate Conference
Room of the student union.

CLASS OF

1971, 1972,
1973, 1974
or 1975

Drive-ins
|GRAND FORKS-FARGO-MINOT

PLEASE NOTE:
We are taking orders for the Moorhead State
College Class Ring.

I

One giant leap
for mankind in

We also have a miniature of this ring available
for the Co-Eds.

4 Week delivery date. No extra charge for back
dates.

Come in and see our samples today.

HOLIDAY
MALL
NORTHPORT
SHOPPING
CENTERS

GOLD BOND STAMPS

^•Ylflartinson s
5 So. 4th St.

ffewelers

& oftlversmillis

Moorhead

Corner Main & 8th St.
Fargo

FOURTH STREET AT CENTER AVENUE

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS TIL 9

Mori. Thurs. 12 9^>.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

JW,
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OFFICIAL BULLETIN
Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10:00
a.m. the Monday prior to publication and be sent typewritten to Official
Bulletin, Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for certain notices of
unusual importance, they will be printed only once.
WINTER PRE-REGISTRATION - The dates for Winter 1972 pre-registration
have been changed to Monday through Friday, November 8-12. Class Schedules
and registration instructions will be issued starting Monday, October 25.
MID-TERM - Fall 1971 Mid-Term is Friday, October 15. Faculty are requested
to submit names of students who should be notified of academic difficulties in
their classes.
FINAL CLASS WEEK - Listed below is the schedule for Final Class Week when
courses of 3 or more credits will meet at the designated times. The last regular
class day will be Tuesday, November 16.

MSC weekly calendar
October 14 - 20, 1971
THURSDAY
2 p.m. - PFY Meeting - Senate
Chambers, Union
4 p.m. - International Students
Committee - E-W Conf. Rm. Union
7 p.m.
Women's Movement
Meeting - Faculty Lounge - Owens,
All MSC Students and Faculty
Welcome
7 p.m. - Student International
Meditation Society - Biology 110
7 p.m. - Baha'i Meeting - MacLean
224
7-9 p.m. - Student Recreational
Swimming - Nemzek Pool

Final examinations for courses of 1 or 2 credits will be given prior to November FRIDAY
7-9 p.m. - Faculty Staff Swimming
17. Evening classes will meet during Final Class Week, and examinations may
- Nemzek Pool
be scheduled at the last class meeting.
8 p.m. - Rock Concert - Free - Field
The final class meeting will be in the classroom normally used for the course East of Nemzek
unless otherwise indicated by the instructor. Classes will meet for one hour and
50 minutes.
SATURDAY
8 p.m. - ACT Examinations - East
Classes which regularly meet at unusual time combinations may conflict with Reading Room, Library
other courses during Final Class Week. Instructors of such courses should
All Day - Cheerleading Clinic determine if any students have such conflicts and contact the Registrar if Nemzek Field
schedule adjustments are needed.
3:30 - Football: MSC vs U. of
Minn., Morris - Nemzek Field
Final Week Schedule
Normal Class Time
Wednesday, November 17
8:00 a.m. SUNDAY
8 o'clock
All English 101
Wednesday, November 17
10:00 a.m.
7 p.m. - UCM Peoples Sunday
1:00 p.m. Worship - UCM Center
All Humanities 211
Wednesday, November 17
3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, November 17
2 o'clock
9 o'clock
All Science 302
12 o'clock
4 o'clock

Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,

November 18
November 18
November 18
November 18

Special Classes
11 o'clock
1 o'clock
3 o'clock

Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,

10 o'clock

Saturday, November 20

November 19
November 19
November 19
November 19

8:00 a.m. MONDAY
10:00 a.m.
9-5 p.m. - Mass Mantoux Im
1:00 p.m. munization Clinic (Students,
3:00 p.m. Faculty, Staff) Flora Frick Gym
4 p.m. - Student Senate Meeting 8:00a.m. Senate Chambers, Union
10:00 a.m.
6:30-8:30 p.m. - International
1:00 p.m. Films: "Triumph of the Will" 3:00 p.m. (Free) - H105
7 p.m. - Meeting Phi Sigma Ep8:00 a.m. silon - Union
Don Engberg

Hightower For Volunteer Service

TUESDAY
9-5 p.m. - Mass Mantoux Im
munization Clinic (Students,
Faculty, Staff) Flora Frick Gym
7-9 p.m. - Student Recreational
Swimming - Nemzek Pool
7 p.m. - Meeting Sig Tau Gamma E-W Conf. Rm., Union
7 p.m. - Campus Crusade for
Christ - Union
7 p.m. - Med Technology Major's
Meeting - Biol 217
7:30 p.m. - IVCF: Mr. Richard
Hess "Pauline Theology" - MHO
7:30 p.m.
Ski Club: Film,
Speaker on European Trip, Mem

bership, Competition
Ballroom, Union

Skiing

WEDNESDAY
9-5 p.m. - Mass Mantoux Im
munization Clinic (Students,
Faculty, Staff)
3 p.m. - Civil Service Employees
Meeting - Library Auditorium
7 p.m. - IVCF - Owens Lounge
7:30 p.m. - Film "Candy" - H105
8:15 p.m. - MSC Theatre: THE
KING 8. I - CA Auditorium
9 a.m. Toothpick Engineering,
Hagen 108., Anyone interested,

Duane's
House Of Pizza
DELIVERY
310 Center Avenue

233-6181
—OPEN MONDAY S FRIDAY NIGHTS—

MOORHEAD
STATE BANK

HOLIDAY MALL SHOPPING CENTER
For the information of MSC: The
following is the text of Senator Tower's
weekly report to Texans.

The Senate recently granted
final approval to legislation
extending the Selective Service
System and then proceeded to
consideration of this year's
military procurement bill.
Some in the Congress had
believed the time had come
when military conscription was
no longer necessary and they
fought the legislation extending
the draft.Iam among those who
would like to see the time'when
a draft is no longer necessary
and when military manpower
requirements can be met solely
with volunteers. But at present,
volunteers alone are
insufficient.
An all volunteer armed force
will only be realistic when the

pay incentives and other
benefits of military service are
sufficient to attract enough
volunteers to meet our nation's
defense needs.
The draft legislation passed
by the Congress included
military pay raises and the
Congress is considering a
number of other measures,
some of which-I have offered
myself, to further improve
military benefits.
Our military manpower
requirements have been
steadily declining. Active duty
military manpower levels have
dropped almost one-third in the
past 17 months. If our
manpower
requirements
continue to decline, if benefits
for servicemen are sufficiently
improved, and if military
service maintains a position of
respect among the public, an

minority students
and faculty needed

all-volunteer armed force
should become possible in
future years.
But that time is not yet here
and I feel the Senate acted
responsibility in extending the
draft.
That legislation also
expressed the desire of
Congress that the President
should withdraw all U.S. troops
from South Vietnam as early as
practicable.
American forces there have
been cut more than sixty
percent since April of 1969 and
the Defense Department
expects to beat the President's
goal of 184,000 men by the end of
this year. Some Pentagon
sources have expressed the
belief that all U.S. forces will be
out of Vietnam by the end of
next Spring.
Sen. John Hightower
R-Texas

GONDOLA
PIZZA

Five persons areneeded to fill chairman of the Sociology and
FREE DELIVERY
vacancies in the Institute for Anthropology Department.
When complete the institute,
Minority Group Studies. There
are openings for two students — which will vote on the ap
a Mexican-American and an plications for new new mem
American Indian — and three bers, is composed of four
1 Qt. Coke Free With
members of the faculty that students, representing Blacks,
Each Large Pizza
must be filled within the en whites, Mexican-Americans
and American Indians, plus
suing week.
236-5130
Persons interested in ap eight faculty members.
plying are asked to contact
Wendell Gorum, institute
director, or present members of
the institute. They are: Steve
Burns, Birmingham, Ala.,
sophomore; Barbara
LaValleur, Moorhead senior;
Express your love for the girl
Dr. Lysle Meyer, chairman of
History Department; Murray
of your dreams. Caress her
Kranz, assistant professor of
finger in high fashion mink finish
History; Dr. Eugene Philipps,
gold-drape and diamonds.
chairman of Economics
Department; Lois Selberg,
This original diamond wedding
coordinator of Special Projects,
ensemble in extra precious
and Dr. Swaran Sandhu,

FREE COKE

WHERE ALL THE DRAGONS
SHOP!
233-6141

CITY CAB
TAXI
24-HOUR SERVICE
RADIO DISPATCHED

NO METERS
OUT OF TOWN TRIPS

233-1354
Become Part of The Great
American Heritage

JeweQed

TROPHIES, ALL KINDS,
ENGRAVED IN OUR SHOP

18K gold with precision-gem-cut
diamonds will symbolize your
love forever.

"Better Stamps Since 1885"

j_

"P<vu}o

"

tiutidei Stamp H/a-Jbi. Inc.

No Interest Charges on purchases
212 Broadway

Fargo, North Dakota 58102.

-

HELP THE SQUASH BLOSSOM SOCIETY
RECYCLE THE

"AGAR"
Give the Agar as Party Favors
Sponsored & Paid For By The S.B.S.
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opinion page
exit
left

By Ralph Hallquist
Editor

By John Rowell
Student Senate President

w

«
:<y.-

flying Ecology Flag
said token gesture
MSC has its Ecology Flag flying again and students hail that fact
as a victoryfor free expression, environmental concern and student
power. While these statements may be true, do they approach the
core of our ecology problem?

m
i

A glance from any upstairs window reveals a pall of smoke and
haze extending over the far edges of F-M. Our problem originates
in the northside of town where sugar beet and cement plants emit
the clouds of steam and dust which create our local brand of smog.

vX:

Furthermore, since sugar beets are now being processed, the
Crystal Sugar plant is again spreading its notorious odor across
town.

M

As in years past, people will continue to ask: "Why doesn't
someone do something about that terrible smell?" or "Shouldn't
they be ashamed of themselves?" F-M news media produce a great
variety of public pionion surveys, interviews and news reports each
year on these annoying problems, but these annoying problems
still exist.
Now that students have achieved a token victory for their cause,
shouldn't their next move be outside the campus to attack sources
of pollution in the real world?
Maybe more concrete legal steps could be taken in the form of
citizen campaigns, attempted injunctions or appeals to the Min
nesota Pollution Control Agency.

—

the advocate
The Moorhead State College ADVOCATE is published weekly by
Moorhead State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year,
except during quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions
expressed herein are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body. Editorial offices are located
at the south end of the Flora Frick Hall main floor. Phone number is
(218) 236-2109. The ADVOCATE is printed by Lakes Publishing
Company, Detroit Lakes, Minn.
Ralph Hallquist, Editor
Bruce Ellingson, Associate Editor
Jeff Carter, Chief Photographer
Richard Clerke, Feature Editor
Jim Bart, Sports Editor
Webb White, Advertising & Business Mngr.
Kathy Kraft, Production
Tom Lundquist, Publisher
Mark Newman and
Steve Bond, Ad Salesmen
ADVOCATE staff this week:
Paul Sundahl, Delaine Davis, Coni Hanson, Sue Wilson, Phil Blanding,
Rick Riviere, Laura Bosch, Jackie Grove, John Shonyo, Tom Schroeder,
Kathy Johnson, Steve Webber, Dennis Hamilton, Bob Fogel.

There has been some speculation during the past week the
resignation of Keith Paulson from the Senate was caused by his
disgust at beings placed atop the campus flagpole. You see, as it
appeared in The ADVOCATE last week, my column (On the
Ecology Flag the Senate bought) stated: "He was raised on the
campus flagpole as Mark Vinz of the English Department read
poetry." The only antecedent for the pronoun "he" is Keith
Paulson mentioned earlier in the same paragraph. Hence the
speculation: after all one would expect Mr. Paulson to be at least
slightly indignant over such unwarranted public exposure, for his
nature is shy and retiring.
Mark Vinz has also been the object of some tongue-wagging in
connection with that curiously mutilated sentence. Indeed, what
sort of poetry would an English instructor read as a Student
Senator is hoisted, slowly and painfully, to the top of a cold iron
shaft? What dregs of Swinburne or Kipling would he exhume from
musty books to accompany the gruesome spectacle? And is this the
Mark Vinz of old, the gentle humanist the friends of students, now
reading poetry to the agonizing shrieks of another human being?
Shades of Nero!
There were, of course, other curiosities that have insured the
future value of last week's Exit Left as a collector's item. One was
the sentence that told of complaints of Moorhead residents about
the Ecoloev Flag, "apparently from people who had decided that
flying it (ti) amounted to something on the order of descration."
A strange word, "ti," in the context. If "ti" is taken to mean the
musical note is the sentence, then, an obscure reference to "The
Flying Dutchman," the opera by Wagner? Or is the word in
question simply a misspelling of "tea?" Once again we reach a
quandary. One drinks tea or smokes tea, but ordinarily one does not
fly tea unless one is involved in the curing process. And what has
that to do with an Ecology Flag, anyway?
Another obscurity in the column is the word "ometime." Scholars
have rushed to their Old English dictionaries in search of its
meaning, to no avail. There has been some talk among the in
telligentsia of poring over concordances to Tolkien and Firesign
Theatre albums, but nothing has come of it yet. The ad
ministration, too, is in a dither, wondering whether to refer the
matter to the Library Committee or the Radio-Isotope Safety
Committee.
Either I, the author of the column, am a hopeless buffoon, or the
mutiliations are simply printer's errors. There are mounds of
evidence to support either side of the question; but I, for one, think
the proofreader should be shot. The only consolation I can take in
the entire matter is that I have company in my affliction. The
newly elected at-large Senator, Timothy X, has his last name
misspelled on page 5 of the minutes of the Oct. 4 Senate meeting.
When the Secretary of so august a body as the Student Senate
wantonly and gratuitously misspells "X," what hope remains for
the world?

advocate policy
The ADVOCATE welcomes letters from readers on matters of
interest to the college community. Letters should be concise and
must be signed.
The ADVOCATE also welcomes opinion columns on relevant
topics, regardless of point of view.
Letters and columns may be edited for style and length.
Contribution can be brought or sent to ADVOCATE offices on the
first floor of Flora Frick Hall or mailed to Box 269, Owens Hall,
Moorhead State College, Moorhad, Minn., 56560.
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SBS says
Agar
no joke
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Hoberg-Heimarck seek office
The 1971 campaign for mayor
of Moorhead has candidates
running from both Moorhead
State and Concordia.

To The Editor:
In the last two issues of your
paper our society has placed
two ads having to do with the
recycling of that wonderous
little creature the agar and for
the most part we have gotten a
great response from you people
out at MSC. But it has come to
my attention that some people
think that it is a joke. Well it is
not. — (NAME WITHHELD BY
REQUEST),
recording
secretary of the great
organization, THE SQUASH
BLOSSOM SOCIETY

project he stated, "Thousands
of man hours of planning have
gone into the urban renewal
project. There are no visible
result of planning, an official
must know how such plans
came about it he is to work with
them effectively."
Dr. Heimarck was the last
candidate to file when he did so
on Monday, Oct. 4. In his
statement to the press that day
he said, "Many people wish an
alternative to the two
previously announced can
didates and I have agreed to
seek the office."

Ecology is nothing more than
a scrap of cloth around here.
True, a few companies have
found the word a handy item to
use as a public relations gim
mick in their advertising but the
ecology movement is also fast
becoming old hat.
Vietnam and ecology are still
very good topics for late night
"bull" sessions. That's
something called intellectualism. Colleges have
always been famous for that.
There's an old song that
should be staging a comeback.
It goes like this:
"But there's nothing you and I
can do, You and I can only do,
What's right or wrong it's hard
to say, Forget about it for today.
We'll stick our heads into the
sand, Just pretend that
everything is grand and hope
everything turns out OK."
Really? What happened Mr.
Student? Think about it! —
LICK RIVIERE

JAKE'S CHAMPUN
SERVICE
14th & Main Avenue
5 Blocks North of MSC
233-0866

OPEN EVENINGS
We Specialize in Custom Paint

Hoberg

To The Editor:
"Once again the Ecology
Flag is flying on this campus"
the ADVOCATE article starts.
"And so the Ecology Flag —
green symbolizing the earth,
and white the clean air of our
dreams — once again waved
above this campus" the article
ends.
And in between is all the
baloney about the effort it takes
to just raise a crummy green
and white scrap of cloth above
this campus.
So MSC flies its Ecology Flag,
but what does it mean to you the
student, is that scrap of cloth
your dream?
We have come to an end of an
era. There used to be hope.
Where is that hope now?
Ecology is dead. The movement
against the Vietnam "War" is
dead. The student is dead.
Every day the war goes on
and more men are killed but the
movement is no longer the "in"
thing. They'll keep dying,
today, tomorrow, and the next
day for eternity probably.
What happened people? If
Congress was ever ready to
listen it's now. But nobody's
talking.

government of Moorhead
should subsidize the FargoMoorhead bus service and
whether or not to continue using
the old Moorhead Post Office as
the Red River Art Center.

TOWING AND STARTING SERVICE,
MECHANIC ON DUTY

ecology more
than 'bull'

voice in city government."
In addition to choosing city
council candidates, the Nov. 2
election will ask the voters of
Moorhead their opinions on two
issues whether the city

Dwaine Hoberg, assistant
professor of physical education
at MSC and Dr. Theodore
Heimarck, professor of
economics and director of
hospital administration at
Concordia are running for
mayor along with R. S.
Gilderhus, a Moorhead
businessman.
In an interview with Hoberg,
Tuesday, he said he wishes to
serve as mayor to complete the
"unfinished work" of last
term's city council. He con
tinued by saying that a city's
mayor must have an "extensive
background in governmental
affairs." In regard to
Moorhead's urban renewal

and Fiberglass Bodies

AUTO BODY
/

%

Heimarck

Interviewing Dr. Heimarck
Friday he said, "The major
industry in Moorhead is
education and problems of city
planning directly concerning
students ... The citizens of
Moorhead are willing to accept
dollars from the students, but
not anxious to allow them a

Reach Out. . .

FREE ESTIMATES

1522 MAIN-FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102

Dial 232-2703

fcuUice

The Living New Testament for Teens
Kivar binding —only $2.95
Fargo Book and Gift Shop — 214 Broadway

DOWNTOWN MOORHEAD
236-7303

SPORTSMAN'S
DEN INC.
122
ROBERTS ST.

OPEN 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M. DAILY
OPEN 24 HOURS FRI.-SAT.

FEATURING
MASTER GUNSMITH + TAXIDERMIST
ARCHERY LANES + PROSHOP

FREE PASS
to Archery
Lanes with this Coupon
(Good through Oct. 21st)

w.
122 Roberts St., Fargo — 232-1171

Free Wash & Wax
$2.39 VALUE FREE
With 2 Dollar Gas Purchase

RIBBED, SLEEVELESS

SWEATERS

ACCOMPANING THIS
COUPON AT

All Colors— Belted a n d U n b e l t e d

Holiday Car Wash

513.00
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Raby imd Delmar Hansen of the Theatre Department watch rehearsals of the King and I from
the orchestra lift. The Kmg points a finger angrily at Anna.

'The King and T
means work
and energy

Simon Legree is tossed through the air, as part of a play the
Siamese put on for the visiting English.

BY CONl HANSON

A musical production has
more to it than song and dance
routines. It is more than
memorizing lines and knowing
where to stand. It is as com
plicated as changing your way
of thinking from a Moorhead
State College student to a
Siamese servant or the king.
In fact, that is only one of the
necessary tasks the 77 member
cast of "The King and I" must
accomplish.
The five weeks of rehearsals
mean up to 20 hours of practice
weekly for the principle
characters. Supporting
characters, such as dancers,
work about 10 hours a week.
Then there are the stage
crews, about 120 students, who
except for their work, would go
almost completely ignored by
the audience. These students, 90
from stagecraft class and the
rest volunteer, are in charge of
scenes, lights, costumes, sound,
and much more. Without them
the cast might as well not
perform.
The cast is further backed up
by a 28 member orchestra, with
two student conductors. Those
are the elements for a
production.
There is an aura about the
theatre while veryone prepares
for the show. Grace Romero,
sophomore Carrizo Springs,
Tex., is new to the theatre this
year and already feels at home.
"It's part of you," she stated.
"You're encouraged to bring
your books and other school
work, but it never seems to get
done. Instead you watch the
others on stage. You can't help
it. That's you up there," she
confided.
Eventually the homework
does get done. The cast
members learn to budget their
time.
If rehearsals get done earlier
than planned, some students
find time weighing heavily on
their hands. They get so ac
customed to being busy that
they don't know what to do
during those "extra" hours.
Some time is spent practicing
fundamentals like walking.
People from Siam - where the
play is set - don't walk like
people from Moorhead. They

walk with their knees together.
During a practice last week
some of the actors looked like
"cattle in a cattle show" ac
cording to director Dr. Delmar
J. Hansen.
Hansen, who has been
directing plays at MSC for 14
years, says he "genuinely
enjoys" the cast he is working
with. They all work well
together and are responsible
and able to discipline them
selves, he says. Hansen puts in
a lot of hours working with the
complete cast and also with
small groups or individual
characters.
With his help, the actors and
actresses learn to do something
as minor as changing the em
phasis of a word to alter the
meaning of an entire thought.
Hansen stresses to them they
should work out of their own
emotional base and let the
character develop from there.
Then the play doesn't depend
entirely on actions for meaning.
Characters achieve depth.
Dialogue carries the tone.
MSC students are not the only
members of this cast. There are
also 14 children from the FargoMoorhead area who play the
king's children. Hansen cannot
always remember their names
and ends calling two of the boys
John Fargo and John
Moorhead.
The children seem to be as at
home as the college students.
One small boy sits next to
Hansen and pretends to drink
coffee. After watching a scene
he comments to Hansen, "They
all act like a sack of potatoes."
The boy couldn't have been
talking about the dancers who,
under the direction of Roger
Raby, put in some hard work
not only on their characters but
exercising to get ready. They
used to exercise for an hour
every day ... that lasted about
two weeks ... now they just do
warm-ups. It is not unusual to
see the people on stage per
forming a love scene while off
stage the dancers are doing leg
stretches.
The exercises include
workouts for fingers, hands and
feet as well as the rest of the

body. They must practice to
achieve Eastern dance
movements which use hand and
finger positions so intricately.
They even have mouth exer
cises.
The two groups, actors and
dancers, work separately until
they all have an idea of how
their part of the scenes are
supposed to go. When they
finally perform together, each
group stops right in the middle
of the scene to applaud. They
are amazed at what the other
group has done.
About 175 students and 125
children tried out for parts in
the musical. Of these, 63
students and 14 children were
selected. There was a good
balance between age groups
trying out. Hansen says he likes
the enthusiasm freshmen bring
to the theatre, although he
admits most students coming
out for the plays show some
enthusiasm.

Bonnie Boehlke, sophomore
from Montevideo, Minn., ad
mits she was terrified when she
tried out for her first time.
When hopefuls arrived at the
try-outs they were given a
dance routine to learn. Then
after reading lines for Hansen,
they sang. Those who were
selected the first nights came
back to another try-out to
determine specific parts.
Once everyone got their parts
they could begin work ... though
work isn't really the best word
for it. There are light spots, too.
Like having Hansen tell the king
to stay in the center of the stage
during a specific scene because
"kings are never off right." Or
seeing the King of Siam, played
by Lowell Gytri, dressed in
sweatpants, hooded sweatshirt
and a baseball cap instead of his
royal outift. Or even the simple
reminder that Siamese people
don't cheer, they say "Ah".
"What is "The King and I" all
about ? The best way to describe
it, without giving too much
away, is an exciting musical
confrontation between two
strong personalities, one East
and one West.

One of the stage crew paints a
gilded tower for the scenery of
The King and I. Below, two
students staple the lattice-work.

- -
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Siamese dancers, as yet without their long fingernails and make-up, perform on stage in
preparation for the big night.

One of the student directors tries out the new gold fingernails
while Delmar Hansen looks on.

Delmar Hansen talks with one
of the younger members of the
cast about the rehearsal
progress and his future plans at
MSC.

"Siamese" kids are taught to bow Western style as part of a reform introduced by the King's son.
Dozens of Fargo-Moorhead kids act as the king's children in the play.

ADVOCATE photos by Jeff Carter

Romero, one of the new actresses in the cast, confers with a more
experienced member about their dance part.

Grace Romero practices her part as a cymbal girl, one of th*
dancers in the play production.
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Hie Sunset Lounge & Steakhouse
PRESENTS

"ADVENTURES IN HYPNOSIS "

^4

RUANE

With

ALSO APPEARING NIT ELY

Tues. - S a t . — T h e G a y e W a r r e n T r i o
Entertainment trom 9p.m.
Sunday Smorgasboard 11:30 - 8 p.m.
HY.75 NO. MOORHEAD

DANCE
To The

FLY BY NIGHTS

NOTEBOOK

(A compilation of miscellany concerning
or of interest to Moorhead State students,
faculty, alumni and supporters general I y.)

+ H—I—h +
Donald Nelson, Fargo senior
and a major in Social Work, has
been announced as the winner
of this year's $100 scholarship
given annually by the North
Dakota Conference of Social
Welfare to a senior college
student from or in North Dakota
who is majoring in the Social
Service field.

Dr. A.M. Christensen, 74, a
member of the MSC Faculty for
22 years, 1926 to 1948, died last
month in Long Beach, Calif. He
was head of the MSC Education
Department for several years,
directed the MSC Band and was
one of the organizers of the F-M
Symphony Orchestra. He left
MSC to serve on the first faculty
formed to open Long Beach
State College. Survivors include
his wife, Bernice, and daughter,
Janice, now married and
serving on the faculty at the
University of Texas in Austin.
'+ + + + +
Dr. John Jenkins, associate Acceptance of new rules and
dean of Administrative Affairs, regulations for Minnesota's
who has served some seven seven state colleges by the State
y e a r s o n t h e M o o r h e a d College Board last spring
Planning Commission and is presents a new responsibility
currently chairman of this for the seven colleges. That
body, was re-appointed to responsibility is the drafting
another four-year term on the and acceptance of new college
commission recently by the constitutions.
The new rules and regulations
Moorhead City Council.
have been termed a major
victory for student rights on
state college campuses and the
incorporation of these new
rights into each college con
stitution poses a major goal for
all state college students in
Minnesota.
Moorhead State College
AV|
AT »Q»HTt ST
began working toward its new
all-college constitution Sept. 28,
NOW EVENINGS
when a student-faculty7:15-9:15
administration-civil service
committee appointed by MSC
President Dr. Roland Dille met
for the first time.
Student members are:
Student Senator Tom
Schroeder, St. Louis Park,
Minn., junior; Student Senator
Timothy
X, Chicago, 111.,
junior; Student Senator Darby
Arntson, Moorhead senior, and
Keith Paulson, Sauk Centre,
Minn., sophomore.
Faculty members are:
Faculty Senate Chairman Dr.
Davis Scott, director Speech
Pathology and Audiology;
Faculty Senator Dorian Olson,
chairman of the Accounting
Department; Allan Hanna, vice
chairman of the English
Department, and Donald An
derson, chairman of Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation.
Administrators who are
members are: Dr. Robert
Hanson, dean of Academic
Affairs; Dr. William
So what's wrong
Treumann, dean of the
with being a voyeur?
Faculties of
Mathmatics and
20th Century Fox presents
Natural Sciences; Earl
Herring, dean of Ad
ministrative Affairs, and Dr.
Robert MacLeod, dean of
Student Personnel Services.
Civil service employees are
represented by Dean Webster,
COLOR BY DELUXE "
..Jv.,
superintendent of buildings and
grounds.

all-college
constitution

— ENTERTAINMENT —
8 - 1 A.M.

Lamp Lite
Lounge
HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD

MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE

THEATRE

presents

THE BELOVED
AMERICAN
MUSICAL

The story
of a married
man...with a
hobby.

RODCERS and HAMMERSTEIN'S

The King and I
OCTOBER 20, 21, 22, 23
CENTER FOR THE ARTS
Admission $2.75, 75c for MSC students with Activity Card
All Seats Reservfed
8:15 P.M.

DRAGON

Phone Reservations Taken Now
Call: MSC Box Office (236-2271)

The Marriage
of a Young
Stockbroker

HELDOVER!! 7:15-9:30
SAT & SUN. MATINEES AT2:00

Once you see

0 Loving Feeling
BROADWAY
THEATER
"235-6224

BILLY
JACK

you II not forget them.

COLOR

|N O W
1:15 - 3:15 - 5:15
SHOWING 7:15 - 9:15

TECHNICOLOR® From Warner Bros. A Kinney Leisure Service.

CINEMA 70-

- -

237 0022
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Sylvia Maupins
project director
BY TOM SCHROEDER

Communication,
monetary
problems, and the lack of an
established purpose are once
again major concerns of
Project E-Quality, the Student
Senate-backed program for
disadvantaged
minority
students on this campus.
However, to quote an in
famous passage attributed to
Lyndon Baines Johnson, "There
is a light at the end of that
tunnel."
That light is the
organ i z a t i o n a l - m i n d e d n e w
Director of Project E-Quality,
Sylvia Maupins. The ef
fervescent Miss Maupins has
more plans and ideas than the
program may have experienced
since its inception four years
ago.
She stated communications in
general was a main detriment
to the program. She has begun
alleviating this issue by writing
a monthly report, something
required of the program
director but neglected in past
years.
Another plan, although not
demanded of her, is to publish a
quarterly report on E-Quality
for the entire student body. She
hopes this will enlist the help
and ideas of those students not
directly connected with the
program. "For ideas to be
forthcoming from various
sources, those sources must be
informed," she stated.
Another plan of hers is to set
up a cultural exchange center in
the true sense of the phrase, and
still keep a place to which
minority students can retreat.
"A cultural exchange center
should be just that," she said,
"somewhere ideas and cultural
backgrounds can beexchanged." At the same timg,
however, she was adament in
her idea that the minority
studentsshouldhave a gathering
place away from the pressure®
of the white community.
"The (minority)
students
need this place to remind them
of their homes and mostly to
retain their sanity!"
Money, of course, is the
perennial question of "how
much, and from where?" The
Student Senate, in allocating
$10,000 to this project, is a very
concerned contributor,
especially Senate President
John Rowell.
Rowell said efforts to secure
additional donations for the
program from faculty mem
bers, business firms, and
foundations have been put off
until next quarter in favor of
internal reorganizaing and
determining the pur^mse of
Project E-Quality.
Miss Maupins concurs. "We'll
work on changing the program
and getting it back on 'ks feet,
then present a united front to
potential donors."
Students on Project EQuality, according to a survey
conducted by Miss Maupins, are
in varying degrees enthusiastic
to the program. Seniors are the
most pessimistic, no doubt due
to four years of the indecisipn
and unstability that plagued the
program.
These problems have a good
chance of beingpast problems if
the optimism of Miss Maupins
can be conveyed and tran
sferred to minority students,
the student body at M S C and
the entire Fargo-Moorhead
community.
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Saturnalia
By JOHN SHONYO
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med tech majors
meeting scheduled
All medical technology
majors are asked to attend an
important meeting 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 19, in Biology

Council is safety valve
for academic affairs

Acting as a safety valve Council's recommendation as
between faculty, students and t h e y p e r t a i n t o f a c u l t y
t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n , t h e reappointment and tenure.
Being a former Student Senator, a present member of the SUPB.
If a group of students feel that
and a full fledged dorm resident, I feel compelled to respond to the Hall 217 to hear the assistant President's Advisory Council
takes action on matters of a faculty member should be
Student Senate recommendation for programming activities on director of the St. Luke's
academic appeals, general reappointed or given tenure and
weekends instead of week days.
Hospital School of M^d'eal, studies, and the reappointment it is the decision of the
The rationale behind Senator David Strauss' motion was that Technology in Fargo discuss the
and tenure of faculty members. instructor's department that he
weekday activities distracted students from their studies,
Unique in its makeup, this -hould not, then the students
therefore, it would be wiser to do programming on the weekends. internship program. Scholar
ay appeal to the Council.
I think that before the issue was brought up it should have been ships and curriculum will be council is found only on the
They may argue the
M
o
o
r
h
e
a
d
S
t
a
t
e
C
o
l
l
e
g
e
. checked into to see if it was at all feasible.
discussed, also. For more in campus, and may be compared istructor should be retained
formation, contact Dr. Monroe to a president's cabinet in its for the good of the department
" To begin with, programming around weekends would mean some
and the college.
Bartel,
medical tech adviser, in decision making capacity.
of the present programs would have to be eliminated because of
The Council acts on
The faculty member in
- lack of time. What system will be used to determine who gets this Biology Hall 204, phone 2572.
appointments made to various question may also appeal to the
-"prime time"? Will it be first come, first served, or will it be the
college committees by the Cbuncil in a special hearing.
most relevent program or what?
president and dean.
I might also ask what kind of programs should be eliminated
The Council meets throughout
It is the Council's duty to act
during the week? Might there be some justification for the
on recommendations from the school year acting as a
educational programs (i.e. speakers, symposiums) that are
various academic departments clearing ground for all college
planned at night or will these, too, cut into the students studying
and from the academic dean in matters.
time — therefore be eliminated. The same thing might be asked
ON
TARGET
EVERY
TIME.
The Council, consisting of
matters of reappointment and
about the cultural programs (i.e. Performing Arts, theatre
faculty members, must retain a
tenure for faculty members.
productions). Should all of these fine programs be held on
EXPERIENCED, ECONOMICAL
Their recommendations are perspective allowing them to
weekends?
TYPING essays, term papers,
passed on to President Dille for keep intra-faculty lines of
theses. Call Amy at 236-3102.
communication open to insure
final approval.
Financially, weekend programming has proven to be disastrous
fair decisions.
Students do have a say in the
MUSICIANS, FOLK GROUPS,
in the past. Therefore, only those organizations that do not need
income could sponsor events. With the possible exception of some etc. If you have talent contact An
IT'S THE PLACE TO GO
tonio of Antoniols Grotto, 237-3194.
student activity organizations there are no others that can work on
CONTEMPORARY
HEALTH
a no-income system.
In aid of the students who are stranded here every weekend I'd
suggest the already existing programs be strengthened. The senate
took the right step at their last meeting by allocating $300 for
weekend films.
By strengthening weekend entertainment and keeping the week
day activities as they are, we as students are guaranteed a well
rounded schedule of events.

The reaction to Homecoming '71 is slowly getting back to the
Student Union Program Board. Probably the number one response
is "what homecoming?"
It seems that mixing the old and the new is the sure fire formula
to a successful homecoming. Now to figure which old things and
what new things to mix ...

ORGANIC FOODS Tochi
Products, 303 Roberts St., Fargo 2327700.

BUD'S
ROLLER RINK
233-2494
Junction Hwy. 10 & 75

BANNERS

FOODS

NATURALS, ORGANIC
VITAMINS & FOODS
High Protein Foods
Low Calorie- Diet Foods
Dried Fruits - Juices - Teas
Grains - Cereals - Flours
M i n e r a l s - O i l s- Y o g u r t
Raw and Roasted Nuts
Special Candy Bars
Health Books& Magazines

C A R D S , ETC.
Stop In and See Us

Hurley's

Hugh & Florence Anstett
13 S. 4, Moorhead
234-5W

622 - 2nd. Ave. No.
Fargo

'"Notice to all compulsive poster hangers: shortly you will be
"required to clear all posters that you want to hang in the Union with
the Union director. So before you hang it, get it stamped.
HOLIDAY MALL, MOORHEAD

Rumor has it that there is a great country — western band at The
Norseman Lounge in Hawley. So with that tid bit of information I'll
be hitting that ol' dusty trail until next week.
COMING UP
Red River Art Center Showing •
Dale Amundson, Tim Ray, MSC
Faculty and Jeff Carter, MSC
Student • October 10-24, free ad
mission
Glenn Yarborough Concert October 15, 8:30 p.m. $2.00 ad
mission, New Fieldhouse, NDSU
Triumph of the Will, International
film series - October 18, 6:30-8:30
pfm., Hagen 105, free admission,
MSC

Time Machine, feature film
October 20, 7:30 p.m., 50 cents ad
mission, Union Ballroom, MSC
The King and I Theatre Produc
tion - October 20-23, 8:15 p.m., CA
Auditorium, 75 cents MSC ID ad
mission
"Never Too Late" - FM - Civic
Theatre, October 13-19, 8:15 p.m. Student Admission $1.55 Season
Tickets (5 plays - $6.25)
Rourke Gallery Showings Paintings and Assemblages : Dan
Douchette Photographs - Richard
Garnas, Both Showings October 17 November 3

^Here are Ladies' show planned
One of the "great ladies" of
the Irish theatre, Siobhan
McKenna, will present a one
woman show, "Here Are
Ladies," at 7:45, Oct. 25 at the
Center for the Arts Auditorium.

Miss McKenna comes to
Moorhead State College as part
of the 1971-72 Series for the
Performing Arts.
Student tickets for this
production are available at the
Center for the Arts box office.
Miss McKenna's portraits of
Irish ladies include characters
from O'Casey, Beckett, Shaw,
Synge, Yeats and Joyce.
Among the works of Irish
writers presented by Miss
McKenna will be a tender
fragment of "Gaelic of Mary,"
the mother of Jesus at the cross,
five "Crazy Jane" poems by
William Butler Yeats and
Joan's protest against the living
death of imprisonment from
Shaw's , "St. Joan."

Siobhan McKenna in a
moment of sly and reckless
humor.

Half the evening will be
devoted to James Joyce. The
complex word play of "Anna
Livia Plurabelle" and the
lullaby from "Finnegans
Wake" ultimately give over to
Molly Bloom's soliloquy from
"Ulvsses."

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
50c Off on Medium Pizza and $1.00 Off
On Large Pizza with this Coupon

(Good for October only)

u tualf-Zj fe Company
Offers You
a starf in life through
our special "College
and University P r o g r a m "
Before you act,
contact one of our
Professional Consultants

Orlyen Stensgard
Duane Engebretson
Keith Jacobson
Bob Suerth

Tim Yunker
Doug Johnson
Mel Heyne
Doug Flint

112 N. University Drive— Fargo
Phone 235-1176 for Appointment
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other colleges have SID's
Dragons have Larry Scott
BY STEVE WEBBER

ADVOCATE Photo by Jim Bart

Quarterback Mike Dorsey was just a blur to many of the
Baby Bison players in then- game Oct. 11. Here he streaks by
two opponents to complete one of his three touchdown passes.

REVERSE
ACTION
6y Jim Bart
HIT EM WHERE IT HURTS
"We just out hit em!" exclaimed Dragon coach Ross Fortier in
referring to their game with Kearney State.
"That's the way we won the game," he said explaining it in
simple terms. Fortier's team came out on top in what he described
as a hard, physical game.
"I have never seen so many players in a training room after a
game before," he continued in amazement, referring to Kearney's
players being beaten so physically.
Fortier did not think this year's edition of Kearney was as good as
last year's bunch, although he still claimed that Kearney never
fields a poor football team.
The big difference Fortier sees in this year's Dragon squad is
that they are more physically prepared and more serious and
dedicated to the game. He also cites more depth as the biggest
asset to the Dragons winning attitude and record.

College coaches recruit, select, cut, train
and try to inspire their athletes, but who holds
down the tedious and time consuming job of
acquiring and distributing statistics for
them?
Most colleges employ sports information
directors — the Dragons have Larry Scott.
An Alexandria, Minn., native, Scott has
be6n interested in sports since his grade
school days, but due to his comparatively
small size he was unable to participate
himself.
Still yearning to be a part of the athletic
picture, he became student manager in high
school, where he first made contact with the
demanding task of keeping statistics.
Upon graduation from Alexandria High
School, Scott enrolled at Moorhead State
where he assumed the duties of part time
sports information director as part of the
Work Study program in 1963.
Completing his studies in 1967, Scott was
graduated from MSC with a B.S. major in
English and a minor in journalism, after
which he was appointed full time sports in
formation director for the Dragons.
As sports information director, Scott
coordinates all sports information including
schedules, standings and records, as well as
team and individual statistics of every athlete
in all nine intercollegiate sports in which the
Dragons participate.
"I just can't express his value to the
athletic program at MSC, said Marv Skaar,
head basketball coach, we are very, very
fortunate indeed to have a man of Scott's
caliber here."
Scott's excellence in his field is evident
through his appointment as sports in
formation director of the entire seven-team
Northern Intercollegiate Conference (NIC) of

which the Dragons are a member.
As head coordinator of information for both
the Dragons and the NIC, he has full
responsibility for the distributuion of press
releases and pictures to local radio, television
and newspaper associations, as well as the
campus-based paper ADVOCATE and the
now extinct Dragon Annual.
"It would have been awful tough putting
together a sports section in our annual
without him," said former Dragon editor
Kathy Johnson. "He supplied us with
everything we needed right down through the
name and number of each individual for
identification of team pictures and action
shots."
Working with a $1,085 slice of the school
budget, Scott initiated a project called
"Hometown Report", which according to
Skaar is one of Scott's most outstanding
achievements.
The project attempts to send statistical
reports to the hometown papers of Dragon
athletes, so the folks at home can see just how
well the local product is doing at MSC.
Besides his activities as sports information
director, Scott also serves as secretary of the
Century Club, in which membership is ob
tained through a $100 annual donation to MSC
athletics.
During this last summer Scott attended a
conference for all sports information
directors throughout the nation.
"Although we have a rather small athletic
program in comparison to the big univer
sities, said Scott, Moorhead State is definitely
making progress. Last year we had a fan
tastic season, finishing second in the NIC for
the all-sport championship, and we can ex
pect another great season of sports this
year."

DRAGON FIRE POWER
F i v e game statistics show that Dave Bruggeman, junior from
Moorhead, is again on top in rushing with 480 yards on 102 carries.
George Spanish, sophomore from Hibbing, Minn., is second with
338 yards on 60 carries and Dave Holmberg, junior from Pillager,
Minn., is third with 236 yards on 46 attempts.
Rick Manke, 5'7" flanker from Marshall, Minn., leads all
receivers with 18 catches for 308 yards.
Dan Woodbury, sophomore from White Bear Lake, has thrown 26
completions in 50 attempts for 377 yards and three touchdown
passes, all to Manke.
Spanish leads the team in scoring with six touchdowns.
Bruggeman has three and one two-point conversion for 20 points.
Dale Johnson has connected on 14 of 15 extra points.
The Dragons have five players who have eclipsed over 200 points
on defensive merits.
Bob Entzion, junior defensive tackle from Two Harbors, Minn.,
has garnered 259 points. John Pyle, sophomore linebacker from
Crookston, Minn., has racked up 256 points.

Others over the 200 figure include Mark Bublitz, junior free
safety from Hutchinson, Minn., with 241, Wayne Price, senior
linebacker from St. Paul., Minn, with 200 and Roger Griffin, junior
strong safety from Dilworth with 214 points.
Points are accumulated by the following chart, unassisted
tackles are worth seven points; assisted tackles, four points; pass
deflections, two points; intercepted passes, 10 points; fumble
recoveries, three points, and blocked kicks, 10 points.

WHERE HAVE THEY ALL GONE?

ADVOCATE Photo by Jim

Taking time out from a busy schedule is Larry Scott, Sports
Information Director for Moorhead State College and the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference.

MSC defeats Concordia, 6-0, in field hockey

Dragon coach Ken Bladow is wondering where all the potential
cross country runners are.
"There must be at least 30 kids here that were pretty good
distance runners in high school with fairly good times."
MSC's women's in Bladow has only seven men out for cross country.
"The conditioning thing is the hardest to get down," he con tercollegiate field hockey team
tinued, "There is quite a change from high school where many of blanked Concordia in the first
them run two-and-one half miles and then have to run -five miles game of the season, 6-0, at
Concordia.
here in college."
Right inner and co-captain
Bladow will enter his harriers in the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference meet Oct. 30 at Marshall, Minn. Bladow expects St. Bonnie Berg, Underwood,
Cloud to be the toughest competition in the conference with Bemidji Minn., senior, made a hard
drive past Concordia's defense
and Michigan Tech close behind.
Bladow has no home meets on the schedule for obvious reasons. to begin the first tally.
"We have no place suitable to run here," he said, "There are no
Center forward and cohills to get variety and it is hard to get any distance out at the
captain Ruth Elhard, Kennedy,
country club. We would just be going in circles all the time."
Minn., senior, led the offense
with three goals including one
CONFERENCE BOWLING PLANNED
off of a penalty bully. Tudy
The Student Union Board is sponsoring an intercollegiate bowling Fowler, Fargo freshman
team. The team will consist of eight members with four bowling in playing left inner, added the
meets each Saturday.
other two circle shots.
Qualifying rounds begin Monday through next Thursday at the
Other offense plays helping
Comstock Memorial Union. Entries must register there.
the press were left wing Kathy
The first meet is scheduled at North Dakota State University Oct. Lervold, Halstad, Minn, senior,
23, with Valley City, Wahpeton, University of North Dakota and right wing Jackie Grove,
possibly Fergus Falls Junior College participating.
Crookston, Minn., junior, and

Shari Kawlewski, Perham,
Minn, freshman playing right
ring.
Preventing Concordia from
making any scores were left
halfback Brenda Carter,
Lisbon, N.D., senior; center
halfback Linda Degerness,
Moorhead, freshman, and
Diane Krogh, freshman right
halfback from Langley, AFB,
Va.
Other defense players siding
aiding in the shut out were left
fullback Linda Hann,
sophomore from East Grand
Forks, N.D.; right fullback
Bonnie Bakko, Kindred, N.D.,
junior; left halfback Liz Zorich|
Pipestone, Minn., sophomore;
goalie and halfback Kathy
Sandeen, Moorhead freshman,
and goalie Jean Wallenberg,
Bertha, Minn, sophomore.

Debby Jacobson, Hendruifi,
Minn., junior, is the team
manager. Mrs. Marge Shaffer
is the field hockey coach.
*
MSC is
game with UND
Friday was cancelled due to
rain. The next scheduled game
will be against South Dakota
State University Friday at 2:15
on the home field located across
from Nemzek field.

ski club meets
The first meeting of the MSC
Ski Club will be held Tuesday at
8:30 p.m. in the Comstock.
Memorial Union ballroom.
The meeting will include a ski
movie, membership drive, ski
trips planned and a guest
speaker to talk about a
European ski trip.
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face Morris Saturday

Dragon's offense and defense risk top ranking
OverRe
TEAM
cord PF PA
All PF PA
MOORHEAD STATE
2-0-0
62
8 3-1-1 118
71
Michigan Tech
2-0-0
80
35 5-0-0 138
70
Univ. Minn.-Morris
2-0-1
67
22 3-1-1
98
51
St. Cloud State
70
1-2-0
83 113
68 1-4-0
Winona State
1-2-0
10
57 1-4-0
10 138
Bemidji State
30
0-1-1
50 0-4-1
58 138
Southwest State
0-3-0
13
92 0-6-0
34 175
Results last week: MSC oo,
otc.i,c,
ivnwiigcm imi
St: Cloud State, 28; Bemidji State, 22, Minnesota-Morris, 22;
Winona State 10, Southwest State 6;
- Games this week: Michigan Tech at Winona State; MinnesotaMorris at Moorhead State; Southwest State at Bemidji State; St.
Cloud, open date.
Moorhead State risks its
number one ranking in total
offense and defense in the
Northern
Intercollegiate
Conference when it opposes
University of Minnesota Morris Saturday at Nemzek
Field at 3:30.
The Dragons lead the NIC
with an average of 405 yards on
150 plays in total offense. The
Dragons have the leading
ground attack with 607 yards on
116=. carries in just two games.
The Dragons league leading
defensive unit ranks first in

rushing defense having allowed
only an average of 73 yards per
game.
Morris will present some
problems for the potent Dragon
offense, since the Cougars are
number two in total defense.
The Cougars are only five yards
behind the Dragons in total
defensive yardage allowed.
The Cougars have the best
passing defense in the con
ference having allowed only 35
yards per game. They rank
second in rushing defense, with
an average of 142 yards.

Dragon coach Ross Fortier is
looking forward to "a
well
coached and sound fundamental
football team" in Morris.
Fortier has learned through
his scouting reports that Morris
has opened up their offense
more this season with a triple
option and a fine quarterback in
junior Tom Bergner who can
throw the ball well.
Bergner played a big role in
the win over MSC last year.
Bergner was good on 12 of 22
attempts for 142 yards and a
touchdown pass to Warren
Anderson. Anderson, one of the
Cougars' top receivers last
season was switched to strong
safety this fall.
Bergner's favorite target this
season has been Dan Gahlon,
senior from White Bear Lake,
Minn., who is tied for third in
the NIC in receptions with six
for 122 yards.
Fortier and the Dragons will
be out to turn the tables from
last year when they lost three of
their last four games.
Last season Morris defeated
the Dragons, 29-21 after MSC

had built up a 21-0 half time
advantage. MSC holds a 4-2
series edge over the Cougars.
Fortier has learned from
experience tht you can't relax
against Morris. "They are a
very explosive ball club,"
Fortier warned, "and with the
passing of Bergner they will be
hard to defend."
The game could very well boil
down to how well the specialty
teams do. Morris has two of the
top five in punt returns in the
conference in freshman Jack
Sajevic from St. Paul, Minn.,
and senior Ron Larson from
Kensington, Minn.
MSC has the top punt return
artist in Steve Hoium, a
sophomore from Moorhead,
who is averaging 16.2 yards per
carry.
Fortier was not pleased with
the specialty teams per
formance against Kearney
State. He felt they were lacking
in polish in covering kick off
returns. The D. ragons fumbled
three times on the returns, but
managed to recover their
mistakes.
Morris brings an identical 3-11 record into the game with the
Dragons, having beaten
Jamestown College, N.D., 17-14,
St. Cloud State, 28-0, and
Winona State, 17-0. Their only
loss was to non-conference
opponent Northern State
College, S.D., 15-14.
The Cougars are coached by
Wayne "Mike" Simpson, who is
in his fifth season as head
coach. He is serving his first

year as athletic director.
Simpson's record to date is 2810-1. He has not had a losing
season at Morris.
In other action around the
conference, Michigan Tech's
Larry Ras' five touchdowns
against St. Cloud gave him
undisputed first place in the
NIC scoring race with nine
touchdowns and 54 points.
Doug Patnode, of Morris, is
a distant second with seven
touchdowns and 42 points.
Ras is the leading rusher for
the NIC with his 302 yards.
Bruggeman's 227 yards ranks
second and Dave Holmberg,
junior from Pillager, Minn., is
fourth with 186 yards. Patnode
has third with 252 yards and the
Dragons George Spanish,
sophomore from Hibbing,
Minn., is fifth with 166 yards.

intramural
free throw tourney
Entries are now open for a
free-throw tournament spon
sored by the Men's Intramural
Board.
Entires for the tournament
must be in by Wednesday on
official forms at Nemzek
front office. The tournament
will be held Oct. 25.
Competition will be teams of
four or more members with the
best four scores counting
toward the team championship.
All team members must be
listed on the same entry blank.

Skaar scouting for players
Marv Skaar is looking for prospective basketball players who
would like to try out for either the varsity or freshmen teams.
Those interested are asked to contact Skaar at Nemzek 109 or call
236-2226.

ADVOCATE Photo by Bob Fogel

As the all-pro (250 pound?) linebacker Gail Bancroft steams
towards the quarterback John Mithune, Stan Smith anxiously
waits to see if his quarterback can get it away.

GRADE
CHEVROLET...
IMPALA — CHEVELLE
CAMARO —CORVETTE
NOVA —VEGA

AND YOU!

KIEFER

CHEVROLET
20 N. 6th St. - Moorhead
233-1361

We have the Cliff's Notes you
need. There's nothing better
for solving your problems and
improving your grades in
literature-nothing more
efficient in helping you review
for that important test. Get
the titles you need today.

is your choice to make when planning your
diamond engagement set. Whether your

$1 each

choice is traditional or more fashionably
modern we have a fine selection of styles
to pick from.

Get CUFF'S NOTES at

MSC Bookstore
MacLEAN HALL-MSC

JEWELERS
64 Broadway
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Valerie Boatright (above left)
answers questions from the
senate and Senators Dave
Strauss (above) Mark McVann
(above right) and Harvey
Doucette (far right) listen.

and the word
was made man
BY BRUCE ELLINGSON

"In the beginning God
created the heavens and the
earth."

Oct. 11 the Moorhead State
College Student Senate filled its'
four vacancies.

opinion
article

She was the only candidate
present who was running for the
physical education seat.
A few of the senators argued
for a tabling of the appointment
so that the other candidates
might have a chance to be
heard.
One senator said, the students
probably have good excuses, a
class or something, so the
motion ought to be tabled for a
week.
Senator Mark McVann,
senior, Duluth, Minn., replied
that if people had a class at
4 Monday, they would have a
class at 4 next Monday.
The motion to table the
physical education appointment
was defeated 9 to 5.
Miss Boatright was appointed
to the senate with 13 votes.

heavens to separate the day
from the night ....
And God saw that it was good.
And there was evening and
'there was morning, a fourth
day."

Vote three for the second atlarge seat: Hannaher, 9;
Johnson, 8.
Senator Dave Strauss, senior,
Valley City, N.D., moved to
table the vote for at-large
senator for one week.
A member of the audience
snickered, "They're playing
ADVOCATE photos by Jeff Carter
games again."
Senators tally the votes in the first primary. The blackboard lists
The motion was defeated 9 to the nominees.
7.

An hour and a half question
and answer period intercut with
votes and points of order saw 18
"And God said, 'Let the
candidates cut to four in the
waters bring forth swarms of
contest to fill the physical
living creatures, and let birds
education, natural science and
fly above the earth across the
two at-large positions.
"And God called the fir firmament of the heavens.' And
Questioned by the senators,
was evening and there
comments from the candidates mament Heaven. And there was there
was morning, fifth day."
ranged from a need for more evening and there was morning,
student involvement, to "Read a second day."
Before the fourth vote Senator
Keith Paulson's resignation to
Vote one for the second at- Harvey Doucette asked the
know how I feel."
large seat: Hannaher, 5; senate what their problem was.
A primary vote for the first Johnson, 5; Stewart, 2; Victoria There should be no contest he
senator at-large seat narrowed B e r t r a n d , j u n i o r , C a r l t o n , argued. Johson has worked with
the number of candidates (12 Minn., 3.
the senate often, he pointed,
for the two senator at-large
A decision of the chair was Hannaher is just a freshman at
seats) to four.
made, by Rowell, to limit voting his first meeting.
First vote for the first at-large to the top two of these four
Fourth vote for the second atseat: Harvey Doucette, junior, primary winners.
large seat: Hannaher, 7;
Little Falls, Minn., 8; Dan
The decision was appealed by Johnson. 11.
Hannaher,
f r e s h m a n , a senator and sustained 8 to 8.
Strauss again moved for a
Moorhead, 3; Jean Stewart,
A point of order was made by tabling of the appointment for
sophomore, Lake Benton, one of the then eliminated one week.
Minn., 0; Neil Johnson, junior, c a n d i d a t e s . A r u l i n g f r o m
Rowell pointed out the
Sabin, Minn., 3.
Roberts Rules of Order was complexion of the voting had
John Rowell, Student Senate sought to establish whether or changed. Johnson, for the first
president, ruled Doucette had not a tie vote was enough to time, led.
received the necessary two- sustain such a decision. After
Rowell ruled Strauss' motion
thirds vote and offered him a some discussion the point of out of order.
seat with the other senators.
order was withdrawn. The next
Vote five for the second atThe senate was about to vote was limited to Hannaher
large seat: Hannaher, 5;
continue until a senator pointed and Johnson.
Johnson, 13.
out that Doucette must get nine
"God called the dry land
votes to be seated.
"So God created man in his
Doucette returned to his seat Earth, and the waters that were own image, in the image of God
in the audience. Moments later gathered together he called he created him; male and
with 11 votes he moved back to Seas. And God saw that it was female he created them. And
good. And there was evening
his senate chair.
God saw everything that he had
"God called the light Day,
and the darkness he called
Night. And there was evening
and there was morning, one
day."

and there was morning, a third
day."

Vote for the second at-large
seat: Hannaher, 11; Johnson, 6.
The necessary number for
appointment to the at-large seat
was 12.
Vote three for the second atlarge seat:
While awaiting the result
Denise Zurn, freshman,
Moorhead, was appointed, over
the one contender, with 12 votes,
to the natural science post.

Procedure to fill the second
at-large seat began. Another
primary narrowed the number
of candidates to four.
Vote one for the second atlarge position:
While awaiting the outcome of
this vote the senate appointed
Valerie Boatright, sophomore,
"And God said, "Let there be
Jamestown, N.D., to the vacant
lights in the firmament of the
physical education seat.

made, and behold it was very
good; And there was evening
and there was morning, sixth
day."

A cheer of relief from the
audience and the senate ended
an hour and one half of senate
labor.
"Thus the heavens and the
earth were finished, and all the
host of them, and on the seventh
day God finished his work which
he had done, and he rested on
the seventh day ..."

And it was good.

ADVOCATE photo by Carolyn Lee Muska.

Neil Johnson grins as he is elected to fill a senate vacancy after
several ballots.

